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Working at the nexus of art, science and technology, Ken
McBryde Architectural Physics delivers human-centred and
socially responsive design.
We make inspired, beautiful work with a global perspective.
Our affinity to the physics of design – light, sound, materials,
structure, energy (sustainability) – allows us to connect classic
timeless beauty with a leading-edge innovation.
Ken McBryde
Architectural Physics Pty Ltd
Conjoint Professor of Practice
The University of Newcastle
Adjunct Professor of Architecture
The University of Sydney
Masters of Architecture by Research UoQ
B.Des St., B. Arch. (Hons) UoQ
Nominated Registered Architect NSW 6478
Ken@ArchitecturalPhysics.com
ABN 25232432693
+61 416 020 040
*Architectural Physics gratefully acknowledge the
remarkable insights, friendship, generous support, and
inspiring tutelage of physicist Prof. James Murray-Parkes,
CEO & Chief Scientist, Technotia Laboratories.

Global
Expertise
FRANCE

Alsace Conversion
AP is presently
working on the
conversion of
a historic barn
in Alsace. This
project will require
sensitivity to the
historic village
context and the
mountain climate.
The design process
calls for careful
intervention to relife this neglected
ancient building
for young modern
family living.

UAE

D1 Tower
As a cofounder
of innovarchi,
Ken McBryde
drove the design
& documentation
of the 80 story
D1 Tower for
Sunland. We
found meaningful
connections to stitch
the tower into the
historic context of
this gateway site.

CHINA

Villas for Qingdao
Beach
On an exclusive
private beach front
location, Ken was a
principal in charge
designing a range
of 7 distinctive
and individual
private villas for the
Qingdao Taishan
Mountain Real Estate
Co., Ltd. The budget
for each these highly
exclusive homes
was in the order
of $USD15 million.
developed.

MALAYSIA

Prestige Family
Villas
Bespoke & highend luxury villas
were designed and
delivered for each
of the four siblings
for a prestigious
family dynasty. The
villas were cleverly
arranged to suit
the privacy and
preferences of each
family within the
private compound
elevated high in
an elite locale of
Damansara Heights,
KL.

INDONESIA

Bali eco resorts
AP are presently
involved in ecoresort projects in
Bali. These projects
will offer a range
of accommodation
price points. The
key to their success
will be cost effective
off-site manufacture
sensitively
nestled into their
remote natural
environments.

SYDNEY

Macquarie
Apartments
As Local
Representative
Architect for
Aurora Place, Ken
was responsible
for assisting with
the design and
delivery of the 62
highly prestigious
luxury apartments
of 155 Macquarie,
designed by Renzo
Piano Building
Workshop. Ken
also been involved
in the design of a
diverse range of
private villas in
Sydney, nestled
within prestigious
locations including
Centennial Park,
Macquarie Street,
Bronte, Coogee
& Glenhaven.
Not available for
publication.

GOLD COAST
Copia at Salacia
Waters
Q1 Tower Podium

Ken was a Principal
in charge of “Copia”
the landmark
anchor project for
Salacia Waters,
the 9 hectare new
urbanism greenfield
development at
Paradise Point, on
the Gold Coast.
Ken also lead the
alternate, fast
tracked design
and delivery of the
lowest three floors,
lobby, port coheres,
retail and ground
plane of the 80 story
Q1 residential tower
on the Gold Coast.

NEW ZEALAND

Rhubarb Lane
Ken was the master
architect for
“Rhubarb Lane”, a
highly innovative
mixed-use 3
hectare, 150,000 m²
$1NZ billion super
lot development
on the western
edge of Auckland’s
CBD. Ken assisted
in the selection of
architects and lead
the design of a key
building within
each stage. We
have had ongoing
master planning
and architectural
projects in New
Zealand around
affordable and
terrace house
developments,
drawing on our
expertise in
residential & DfMA
(prefab)

Clarity of Form
Responding to context & climate

1. Bird Island Villa 4, Malaysia
2. D1 Tower canopy, UAE
3. Balmain Residence & Studio, Aus
4. 155 Macquarie (designed by
RPBW), Aus
5. Qingdao Villa, China
(images include innovarchi projects)
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Our work is the result
of a clear design
research methodology.
Each project is unique
because of this
methodology. The
forms respond to the
movement of light,
sound, air, and their
geographic location,
amenity and careful
transitions from public
to private spaces.
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Living
at one with nature
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AP explores and
develops initiatives to
moderate and filter
nature. Motivated by
passive climatic
design and
sustainability, we
deliver elegance and
delight for users.
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The continuity of
space from inside to
outside is an
underlying principle of
our design approach.
This allows occupants
to enjoy the biophilic
benefits of nature, and
also deliver benefits of
larger flexible living
spaces.
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1. Gold Coast House, Aus
2. Gold Coast House, Aus
3. Yas Island Zone K courtyard
for Aldar, UAE
4. Centennial Park House, Aus
5. Minnamurra House, Aus
6. Bronte House, Aus
(images include innovarchi
projects)

Living light
Wellness & connection
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We like to uplift our
occupants’ spirits with
the best each site can
offer. Careful analysis
of the context and
immediate site
produces ideas that
capture a place’s
unique qualities,
changing with the
time of day and
seasons. Not only does
this site-connected
approach deliver
higher value real
estate for our clients,
but it also produces
enduring qualities of
wellness for our
occupants.
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1. Yas Island Zone K Gateway for Aldar, UAE
2. Bronte House, Aus
3. Gold Coast House, Aus
4. Bronte House, studio, Aus
5. Gold Coast House, Aus
6. Timber House of the Future, Aus
Images include experience gained under
engagement with former practice

Harmonious flow
Efficient space

The art of design
works with movement
through space. Like
directing a film
sequence, we craft the
experience, and the
emotional responses
spaces can deliver.
The techniques we
draw upon include
expansion,
compression, release,
focus, framing,
discovery, suspense
and surprise.

1. Copia at Salacia Waters, Aus
2. 155 Macquarie (designed by
RPBW), Aus
3. Copia at Salacia Waters, Aus
4. Timber House of the Future,
Aus
5. Gold Coast House, Aus
6. Centennial Park House, Aus
7. Centennial Park House, Aus
(images include innovarchi
projects)
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Materials and elements
Embrace and protect
Context guides our material
choices. In climates with
extreme conditions, our
design provides a sense of
embrace and protection. On
the Yas Island and D1 Tower
projects, for example, we
worked with the traditional

An affinity to the applied and practical
Physics of design - Light Sound Materials and
Structure & Energy

knowledge of passive climatic
design for desert climates. We
created deep shade, coolpools to generate thermal
stack effects to providing
comfortable indoor and
outdoor environments.
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1. Timber House of the Future, Aus
2. D1 Tower, UAE
3. 155 Macquarie (designed by RPBW),
Aus
4. Minamurra House, Aus
5. Yas Island Zone K circulation spaces
for Aldar, UAE
(images include innovarchi projects)
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A bigger picture
Better real estate value

1

Even at the finer grain residential
scale, we add value to our
clients’ sites by leveraging big
picture thinking. Often our ideas
for the design reside in the way a
building or collection of
buildings are made. In this way,
we embed symbiotic valueadding relationships between
master planning & urban design,
landscape, architecture and
interiors. Right down to the
finishes. We love this process..
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1. Bird Island Villa 4, Malaysia
2. D1 Tower, UAE
3. Yas Island Zone K village square for Aldar, UAE
4. Copia at Salacia Waters, Aus
(images include innovarchi projects)
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“

Ken’s designs don’t come from books of other
people’s work and what is more remarkable is that
they don’t just come from his imagination either.
On many occasions I’ve personally witnessed his
ideas come to life, and it’s from his intimate and
intuitive relationship with our earth and it’s
inhabitants that they spawn. Ken’s designs aren’t
forced upon his clients, they are carefully
interpreted from what his clients want and then
sculpted into our planet...
...Ken is truly unique, as he is fluid and genuinely
in touch with his clients’ wishes. His amazing
ability to complement those wishes into our
planet is his gift to all of us. Ken McBryde, an
artist, interpreter and architect for the ages.

”

Prof. James B. Murray-Parkes
Technotia Laboratories
CEO & Chief Scientist
Newcastle & Melbourne,
Australia
Technotia is an exclusive Brookfield Asset
Management research group.
James is also a qualified structural engineer
and has influenced and/or been
responsible for over 30 patents and more
than 1100 major projects.

